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Card #1

1. From the B-side of Ship Ahoy cut a piece to measure 5¼” x 5¼”. Set this piece 
aside and from the remaining section cut two pieces to measure ¾” x 3”. 
2. Score the ¾” x 3” pieces along the 3” side at ½”, 1”, 
and 2½”. Fold along the score lines. 
3. Fold the 4” x 6” journal card along the 6” side at 
3”. Fold in half. Add strong adhesive to two outside 
½” sections and the larger 1½” section of the ¾” 
x 3” strips. Note: Place the journal card in your 
scoreboard with the journal lines face down. (The 
card shown in the image is different than used).
4. Remove the tape backing from the larger section of the strips and adhere them 
to the folded journal card having the folded edges even and one ½ tab at the top and 
the other portion at the bottom. The strips are adhered approx ½” in from the sides.
5. Remove the back from the ½” tab closest to the folded edge and line this up with 
the inside of the card along the fold. Centering from left to right.
6. With the remaining tabs folded flat, remove the tape backing from the remaining 
tabs and fold the top of the card down picking up the adhesive. Add adhesive to the 
bottom section of the folded journal card and adhere it down.
7. Trim out the “You, Me, and the Sea” border strip from Let’s Go Fishing as well as 

the one of the stamps and one of the small post card images. Adhere the border strip to the bottom inside of the card 
and trim off the excess. Add the stamp to the corner as shown and the small postcard image to the upper portion of 
the card. See photos.
8. Adhere the 5¼” x 5¼” Ship Ahoy B-side paper that was cut in step 1 to the front of the card.
9. From the B-side of Coastal Breeze cut a piece to measure 5¼” x 3¼”. Add the “Highland Light” 4” x 3” Journal card 
to the left hand side of the Coastal Breeze piece. Add foam adhesive or scrap pieces of chipboard to the back of this 
element and add it to the front of the card approximately ¾” from the top. Trim out the Sail Away with Me border strip 
to measure 5¼”. Add foam adhesive to the back and add this to the bottom portion of the front of the card. Add the 
chipboard elements and one lighthouse stamp as shown.
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Directions:

Designed by  ~  Ginger Ropp
Graphic 45® Supplies:
1 ea Catch of the Day 8 x 8 Paper Pad           (4502175) 
1 pk Catch of the Day Chipboard            (4502178) 
1 pk Catch of the Day Journaling Cards           (4502180)  
1 pk 5½” x 5½” Cards & Envelopes—Navy      (4502073)

Additional Supplies, Tools, Adhesives & Ink:
Paper trimmer, detail scissors, scoring tool, bone folder,  
various adhesives, foam adhesive, distress ink (optional)— Catch of the Day Pop-Up Card Set —

Notes: 
• For a fun, detailed video tutorial, visit our YouTube page!
• Measurements are width x height unless specified.
• Distress papers with Walnut Stain ink before adhering.
• The following instructions are for three cards. Use the 

remaining supplies provided in your kit to create three 
additional cards by following the steps using other papers!

Directions:Directions:



Card #2 
1. From the B-side of Seas the Sunshine cut a piece to measure 5¼” x 5¼”. Set this 
piece aside and from the remaining section cut two pieces to measure ¾” x 3”.  
Follow steps 2-6 from Card #1 to create the pop up mechanism. 
2. From Let’s Go Fishing trim out the Discover 
border strip and adhere it to the top of the inside 
of the card and trim off the excess. See photo for 
placement. Trim out three stamps and adhere 
them to the inside as shown.
4. Adhere the 5¼” x 5¼” Seas the Sunshine B-side 
to the front of the card.
5. Trim a piece of Guiding Light to measure 4¼” 
x 4¼”. Adhere the “Skilled Sailor” 3” x 4” journal 

card to the left portion as shown. Add foam adhesive to the back and adhere this to 
the front of the card in the center. 
6. Trim the star border from Let’s Go Fishing to  measure 5¼” and adhere this to the 
top of the card. Add the chipboard elements, small postcard and stamp as shown. 
Fussy cut the Portland sign from “Catch of the Day” and adhere it to the front and 
trim off the excess. 

Card #3
1. From the B-side of Anchors Aweigh cut a piece to measure 5¼” x 5¼”. Set this 
piece aside and from the remaining section cut two pieces to measure ¾” x 3”. 
Follow steps 2-6 from card #1 to create the pop up mechanism.
2. From Let’s Go Fishing trim out the fish border strip and adhere it to the bottom 
of the inside of the card and trim off the excess. From Catch of the Day trim out 
the sailboat framed print and adhere it to the top of the inside of the card. Add a 
stamp from Let’s Go Fishing to the stamp section of the journal card. Using a 1” 
circle punch cut out an image from remaining piece of Guiding Light from card #2. 
Add this to the inside as shown. See photo for placement.
3. Adhere the 5¼” x 5¼” Anchors Aweigh B-side 
to the front of the card. Trim off the red border 
from the left and right side of the 6” x 4” “Crest 

Fishing Pier” journal card. Add foam adhesive to the back and adhere this to the 
front of the card leaving equal distance along the top and both sides. 
4. From Let’s Go Fishing trim out the “Catch of the Day” border strip to measure 
5¼”. Add foam adhesive to the back and adhere it along the bottom front. Add the 
chipboard elements as shown.

You can complete an additional three cards following the 
same steps using other papers from the collection!

Find details on the G45 YouTube Channel!
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Add this to the inside as shown. See photo for placement.Add this to the inside as shown. See photo for placement.




